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Sequence - Teaching Music continued

7. Composition techniques:  hand-off melody, conversations between voices, shorten/lengthen musical ideas, 
    drones, augmentation, diminution, vary dynamics, etc.

8. Identify and teach the tecnhnical element of rhythm:  running rhythms and apply in 4 part ensembles with percussion

9.  Complementary Rhythm Ensembles - as a percussion ensemble
 •  Rhythm Tree - visualized and recorded - teaching subdivisions, rhythm writing, counting, notating
 •  Complementary ensembles - visualized and recorded, notated

10. Composition #2 - complementary percussion ensemble with 2-3 melodic loops from program
 •  Discuss, write, share, feedback loop, self-assess

11. Composition #3 - 'Terror' Music
 • Melodic and harmonic loops, all percussion recorded and notated by student (complementary 
 ensemble must be present in piece as a part of form's section), compose single melodic line.
 • Formal Presentation - describe elements in formal writing, present, share - Apple Store

12. Identify and teach the technical element of pitch - reading and writing, fluency

13.  Composition #4 - Students create complementary percussion ensemble and melody with pitch.  
 • What is a melody? How is a quality melody written?  Melody not notated - free to create and record
 • Harmony chosen from loops for program

14.  Composition #5 - Students create complementary percussion ensemble and melody with pitch. 
 • Percussion ensemble and melody notated
 • Harmony chosen from loops for program

15.  Identify and teach the technical element of harmony - reading and writing,  What is Harmony?
 • Examples, how to compose.

16. Composition #6 - melody, harmony, complementary percussion ensemble, all notated

17. Composition #7 - melody, harmony, percussion, all notated
 • Formal Presentation - describe elements in formal writing, present, share - Final Exam

Throughout:  listening to music, writing and reading music, writing, reading, and speaking about music, 
researching composers, SKYPE composers, composer visits, TED Talks, DVDs, Youtube videos, reading, writing 
and describing in groups, partners, self-assessing, sharing, presenting, rubrics for all.     
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